
TRADE TALK
Habitat helper  

As a conservation 
scientist with the 
Yellowstone to 
Yukon Conservation 
Initiative (Y2Y), 
a joint Canada–
US non-profit 
organization that 
creates and protects 
wildlife habitats, 

Aerin Jacob has her dream job — protecting 
ecosystems, developing policy and helping 
people to coexist with wild animals. 

Why do you love your work?
I’ve found a home for my personal values: 
protecting the environment, establishing 
connections between the health of ecosys-
tems and of humans, and sharing our research 
results with the public and policymakers. In 
a typical week I might design plans to protect 
caribou habitat and set up camera traps to 
learn which animals inhabit the Y2Y region. 

How does it differ from an academic post?
There’s more collaboration — it’s more ‘our’ 
research than it is ‘my’ research. Things I used 
to do on the side are now integral parts of my 
job, including connecting with policymakers 
and journalists about our research.

Why did you leave academia? 
I realized that it wasn’t right for me. I was once 
told to cut down on the service, policy and 
outreach parts of my work because it looked 
weird on my CV. Now I don’t have to do that. 

How did you land your job?
I had experience presenting my research at 
public events and on the radio, as well as 
in science policy through several projects, 
including a programme based at McGill Uni-
versity in Montreal, Canada, that researches 
low-carbon policy options. I also organized 
almost 2,000 young researchers to lobby 
the Canadian government to use science in  
environmental decision-making. 

Do you see your position as long-term? 
Yes. I have lots of ideas, such as developing 
a citizen-science project in which people 
collect data on wildlife movement, or 
working with isolated communities and 
industry to work out how to generate 
renewable energy while reducing negative 
effects on nature and protecting regional 
habitats. This job will never get stale. ■

I N T E R V I E W  B Y  S A R A H  B O O N
This interview was edited for length and clarity.

CALINE KOH-TAN
The freelance 
science consultant
Freelance scientist, Singapore. 

My PhD was in cardiovascular genetics at the 
University of Glasgow, UK. My first postdoc 
was mostly cardiovascular research, and the 
next was in veterinary sciences. Towards the 
end of my second postdoc, my husband and 
I decided to move back to my birth nation 
of Singapore. I thought: ‘Why not see if I can 
work from home?’ 

I went to Upwork, a platform that allows 
freelancers to look for jobs. I did academic-
proofreading projects and other types of work. 
One client was a medical practitioner in the 
United States who 
was thinking of set-
ting up a laboratory 
to test for diseases. 
He wanted advice on 
methods, tests and 
anything involved 
with running a lab, 
such as reagents. Another client was a family 
member of a person with cancer who wanted 
to understand chemotherapy; I wrote a report 
explaining how it works and what factors influ-
ence the effectiveness of a particular drug. I 
have an active project as a freelance genom-
ics consultant for Omic, a software start-up in 
Seattle, Washington. For instance, if they find 
two genomics databases, they might ask which 
one I recommend.

I also put data mining and biostatistical-
analysis skills on my profile. But about half 
of the job invitations so far have been from 
students looking for someone to do their class 
assignments. I will not accept those jobs.

My current rate is US$30 an hour, but that 
is flexible — I work about 10–30 hours per 
week. My rate is lower than what I would make 
as a staff scientist or postdoc, but I consider 
it acceptable because I work less, have lower 

CECILE MENARD
The part-time 
freelancer
Independent land-surface modeller; 
research associate, University of 
Edinburgh, UK; and member of a 
small virtual research organization for 
freelance scientists.

The common denominator between all the 
freelance scientists I know is location. We 
want to choose, geographically, where we’re 
going to work. At some point, you don’t want 
to move any more.

I lived in the United Kingdom for 15 years, 
did a postdoc there and went to Finland 
for another. Eventually, I wanted to be 
back home. I work in snow and vegetation 
research; it’s a very small research field in 
Britain, and I couldn’t find a job. You can reg-
ister as a freelancer for tax purposes online 
(go.nature.com/2kamsoz) in five minutes. I 
told professors and a reader that I had regis-
tered, and one employed me as a consultant 
to run land-surface simulations.

There are two sides to being a freelance  
scientist. One is being a consultant providing 
services to someone. The other is being an 
independent researcher; you’re not part of an 
organization, but you can perform research. 

In some fields, collaboration with research 
organizations and universities will be  
imperative for freelancers to have access 
to instrumentation. For my work, I some-
times need a supercomputer. That’s when  
collaboration is important; I’ve used the 
supercomputer of colleagues in England. For 
people who need to work in a lab, you may be 
able to go to one of your partners’ labs.

I love the freedom. But for other people, 
it may be too stressful. A regular income is 
not guaranteed, and it is a risk if you want to 
do it full-time. I was fully freelance for one 
year. Now I’m working three days a week as a 
research associate at the University of Edin-
burgh on a project to reduce uncertainties 
in snow models; it gives me two days for my 
freelance work. It’s a good safety net to have 
a part-time job. ■

I N T E R V I E W S  B Y  R O B E R T A  K W O K
These interviews have been edited for  
length and clarity.

“Regardless of 
the job, the way 
I do things is still 
the way I would 
do them as a 
scientist.”

stress levels and fewer responsibilities, and 
do not have to constantly think about work 
during my non-working hours.

I miss the lab. But I do not see freelancing 
as losing out, because I still get to read the 
most up-to-date research. At the end of the 
day, regardless of the job, the way I do things 
is still the way I would do them as a scientist.

outsourced. In the social sciences, there’s an 
enormous use of online platforms that are gen-
erally regarded as part of the gig economy, such 
as Amazon Mechanical Turk and Clickworker, 
which draw on a global labour force to carry 
out micro-tasks. A typical project would be: 
are people who are considered more attrac-
tive more likely to get hired? You might put 
photographs online and ask ‘click workers’ 
to grade attractiveness; in the next stage, you 
ask potential employers if they would employ 
this person. These workers not only fill in  
questionnaires but also do scientific tasks 
such as coding data, sorting and counting, 
which would previously have been done by 
research assistants or graduate students.
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